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MRO & Civil Aircraft Conversion
IAI is acknowledged worldwide as a leader and
Full Service Provider for the maintenance, repair,
overhaul and upgrade of commercial aircraft. All
the required services are performed under one roof.
The company is also a world leader in converting
passenger or PAX aircraft to full freighter aircraft.

srael Aerospace Industries (IAI) is a globally recognized leader in the defense and
commercial markets and Israel’s largest
defense industrial exporter. IAI’s backlog as of
June 30, 2010 reached a record of $9.1 billion. IAI
total sales for 2009 rose to $ 2.9 billion of which
2.2 billion were for export. IAI’s products and
technologies are fully backed by Integrated
Logistic Support (ILS), training and after-sales
service. In overseas contracts, IAI works with local
partners through technology transfer agreements.

Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS)
IAI has earned a reputation of being a world
leader for Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). The
company offers a family of systems which vary in
size, endurance, and on-board sensors, covering
the full spectrum of operational requirements by
providing micro- and mini- systems, as well as
tactical Close Range and Medium Altitude LongEndurance (MALE) systems.

Core Areas of Activity
Space
From its own launchers and satellites to ground
services, IAI offers customers affordable solutions
and partnerships with industry leaders in space
TECSAR
Family of Lightweight Observation Satellites

Conformal Airborne Early Warning
(CAEW) Aircraft

HERON TP
Medium Altitude Long Endurance UAV
System for Strategic and Tactical Missions

exploration. IAI develops and produces satellites
for various purposes such as Low Earth Orbit
(LEO) observation satellites (Ofeq, Eros), Synthetic
Aperture Radar (TECSAR) and communication
satellites such as the Amos series (GEO).

IAI’s UASs have accumulated more than 750,000
operational hours.

Naval Systems
IAI develops and manufactures maritime multimission patrol boats such as the Super Dvora
Mk III. Barak is a ship-borne point defense system
which functions as a sea-to-sea and sea-to-surface
missile. IAI also produces EO payloads and naval/
maritime radars for various platforms such as helicopters, UASs and other aircraft. IAI also modernizes and upgrades vessels, weapon systems, and
defense systems, and conducts system integration
for customers worldwide.

Theater Defense
IAI’s Arrow Weapon System against Tactical Ballistic
Missiles (ATBMs) leads the market. This multi-layer
system, representing outstanding visionary and
technological achievements such as the Green Pine
missile detection and fire and control radar, as well
as other interoperable solutions, is the cornerstone of
Israel’s defense system.
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